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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

This invention relates to testing, and more particularly to the design of very large scale integrated ("VLSI") circuit devices so that they can be tested efficiently during several different testing operations.

2. Background Art

VLSI circuit devices, containing thousands of functional circuit elements on a single semiconductor chip, must be tested at several different stages during the manufacturing of the electronic data processing systems made from such devices, so that the correct fabrication of the devices themselves, and of the interconnections between them, may be assured. The first testing operation is performed on an individual device when it has been initially fabricated on a semiconductor wafer. Interconnection and communication between the device and its testing apparatus is achieved by means of a mechanism called a wafer stepper that moves a set of electrical probes above the top surface of the wafer, and causes those probes to achieve simultaneous physical contact with all the input and output terminals of an individual device. This process continues until all devices on the wafer have been contacted and tested. This first testing operation is called wafer (or chip) testing.

After the completion of wafer testing, the individual semiconductor chips are separated from the wafer by a dicing process. Those devices which were classified as functionally good by the wafer testing operation are next assembled in protective packages called modules. Numerous types of module packages exist, and they can be assembled by various bonding and encapsulation processes. Modules may contain one or a plurality of semiconductor chips. Those modules containing one chip are called single-chip modules (SCMs). Those modules containing a plurality of chips are called multi-chip modules (MCMs).

Modules are subjected to two different types of testing operations. The first of these operations is performed on an individual module package which is connected to its testing apparatus by a pluggable mechanism called a module socket into which the electrical contact pins of the module are secured. This operation is called module testing, and its objectives are to verify the correctness of the module assembly process, and to reverify the continuing functionality of the chip(s) contained in the module.

The second module testing process is performed when it is necessary to enhance the operational reliability of shipped modules, by accelerating and provoking the immediate failure of those correctly but marginally fabricated devices and modules which would otherwise fail early in their expected operational lifespan (e.g., within the first 1000 power-on hours). This is done by exposing the modules to elevated temperature and power-supply voltage stress conditions, and by repeatedly testing the modules under such conditions over an extended time duration (e.g., several hours). This second module testing operation is called burn-in. Since the burn-in operation is a long-duration process requiring special thermal and electrical conditions, it is typically performed simultaneously on groups of functionally identical modules. These modules are secured in module sockets that are permanently mounted on the surface of a specially-designed printed circuit board that is used specifically for this burn-in operation. Electrical access to the input and output terminals of the modules on each burn-in board is normally achieved by means of metal wiring on the top and bottom surfaces of the board, such wiring providing electrical conduction paths from the input and output terminals of each module socket to a connector on the edge of the board, which is connected through the wall of the thermal chamber to the testing apparatus.

The burn-in process is performed by applying the elevated temperature and power-supply voltage conditions required, after which the module test stimulus is applied repetitively to input terminals of the modules mounted on the burn-in boards. For each cycle of repetition, test stimulus is applied to all modules simultaneously and expected test response is monitored for one module only. The modules are monitored in rotation throughout the duration of the burn-in process. A module is said to be undergoing burn-in stress when its inputs are receiving test stimulus but no monitoring of its outputs for expected response is being done. A module is said to be undergoing burn-in testing when its inputs are receiving test stimulus and its outputs are being simultaneously monitored for their expected output response. Alternatively, a modified burn-in process may also be used, wherein only the burn-in stress operation is performed (i.e., burn-in testing is omitted), followed by subsequent reapplication of the module testing operation under conditions of ambient temperature and nominal power supply voltage.

Modules that have successfully passed both the module testing and burn-in operations are then permanently mounted on a printed circuit card or board whose electrical wiring pattern contains the interconnections between such modules so as to realize the function of the desired electronic data processing system or subsystem. Once again, this assembly process must be verified, including the correctness of the wiring interconnections as well as the continued functionality of the constituent modules and semiconductor chips. This card or board testing operation is done in one or both of the following ways: (1) by testing the card or board as a complete functional unit, by connecting the testing apparatus to the input and output terminal edge connectors of said card or board; or (2) by retesting the indi-
ividual constituent modules after they have all been permanently mounted on the card or board assembly, by obtaining physical access to the input and output terminals of each module in succession by means of a suitable fixturing apparatus, and by thereafter reapplying the module test for that module. The first of these operations is called through-the-pins card testing, and the second is called in-circuit or module-in-place card testing.

Each of the wafer, module, and card or board testing operations as previously described place differing but similar requirements on the operation of the circuits on semiconductor devices that directly drive the output terminals of such devices. Each of these circuits, which are called off-chip drivers, supply a logical data value to their output terminal as computed by the internal functional circuits of the semiconductor chip. Such data values are supplied to the corresponding output terminal of a driver circuit only when the control input to that circuit specifies that it should be active or enabled. Alternatively, the control value may specify that the driver circuit should be inhibited or disabled, wherein the circuit is said to be at its high-impedance state and is electrically disconnect- ed from its corresponding output terminal.

During wafer and module testing, and more particularly when such testing is performed using a scan-based testing method such as a level sensitive scan design ("LSSD") testing method, a multiplicity of drivers may switch substantially simultaneously as a consequence of the application of test signal values to the input terminals of the device, and particularly as a consequence of the pulsed activation of either scan clocks or functional system clocks. The resulting switching activity can saturate the local capacity of the on-chip power-supply distribution network when an excessive number of drivers supplied by the same local powering network are caused to switch substantially simultaneously in the same logical direction (e.g., from logical 0 to logical 1). This simultaneous-output-switching event can have an adverse effect on the delivery of power to other circuit elements sharing the same local power-supply network, such as the circuits that receive logical values from the input terminals of the semiconductor chip. These circuits, which are called on-chip receivers or simply receivers, interpret the logical values placed on the input terminals and distribute those values to the internal circuit elements of the chip as needed to realize its operating function.

During a simultaneous-output-switching event, the substantially instantaneous power demand of the switching drivers can cause a shift in the voltage or ground reference values of the local power-supply network, which may therefore cause one or more receivers to incorrectly interpret the logical test stimulus value placed on their input terminals. The incorrect stimulus values distributed by the receivers to the internal circuit elements can thus cause a device output response different from the expected response, even for a correctly-fabricated chip. Therefore, it is desirable to provide a means to control off-chip driver enabling and inhibiting to prevent the occurrence of simultaneous-output-switching events, thereby preventing the improper classification of correctly-fabricated devices as defective devices.

During module testing or burn-in of multichip modules, and more particularly when such testing is performed using a scan-based testing method such as an LSSD testing method, in which the output drivers of two or more chips are interconnected by common wiring, it is possible for the test stimulus to simultaneously activate two or more of such interconnected drivers such that these drivers provide opposing data values at their respective output terminals at the same time.

This condition, which is called a driver-contention event, can cause an excessive power-supply current flow through the contending driver circuits that may immediately, or ultimately by repetition, result in the destruction of the driver circuits. Therefore, it is desirable to provide a means to control off-chip driver enabling and inhibiting to prevent the occurrence of driver-contention events, thereby preventing the destruction of correctly-fabricated devices and modules.

During burn-in of single-chip modules or multichip modules, it is desirable to maximize the number of identi-cal module parts that can be simultaneously fitted and exercised in the thermal chamber. Module burn-in boards are therefore designed to maximize the number of module sockets that can be mounted on such boards, and to minimize the complexity of interconnect wiring between such sockets and the board edge connection to the testing apparatus. It is also desirable that the wiring pattern of such boards be suitable to be used for burn-in of different module functional designs characterized by differing uses of the module input and output terminals (e.g., terminal I/O may be used as an input on module design A and as an output on module design B).

These objectives are achieved by establishing common wiring paths on the burn-in board between its edge connection and the corresponding module input or output terminals at each socket location. Module functional input terminals at all socket locations are thus wired in common, permitting the simultaneous application of test input stimulus to all modules during the burn-in stress operation. However, all module output terminals at each socket location are then also identically wired in common, thus precluding the selective monitoring of individual modules as required by the burn-in testing operation.

Moreover, although common module input stimulus should result in identical module output response for correctly fabricated modules, the presence of a faulty module (or faulty burn-in board) can produce driver-contention events as previously described, although in this instance between the corresponding driver circuits on separate modules. During the extended duration of the burn-in operation, such occurrences could result in the progressive destruction of all modules occupying the
same board. Therefore, it is desirable to provide a means on each module to simultaneously inhibit all driver circuits connected to module terminals, the means being controlled from module input terminals, such terminals at each burn-in board socket location being made separately accessible to the burn-in testing apparatus by means of separate wiring connections between the burn-in board edge connector and the control terminals at each socket location.

During card or board testing operations, similar means for semiconductor device driver control should be provided for prevention of driver-contention events as previously described for multichip module testing and module burn-in operations. To perform through-the-pins card testing without the risk of driver contention, each module should be designed with means to inhibit those off-module drivers whose output terminals are functionally wired in common with the output terminals of other modules, such means being independently controllable so that upon application of test stimulus no more than one driver is ever simultaneously enabled for any common connection between two or more drivers. To perform in-circuit card testing without the risk of driver contention, each module should be designed with means to inhibit those off-module drivers whose output terminals are functionally wired in common with either the input or output terminals of other modules, and such means should be independently controllable for each module during such card testing. Thus, through-the-pins card testing requirements are similar to those of multichip module testing, and in-circuit card testing requirements are similar to those of module burn-in.

Fig. 1 shows a schematic diagram of a level sensitive scan design (LSSD) logic device, frequently used in conjunction with VLSI circuit testing as described herein. LSSD logic devices consist of both combinational logic elements and sequential logic elements. In LSSD, all sequential logic elements are realized as shift register latches (SRLs), which are exemplified in Fig. 1 by Shift Register Latch Sets 1 and 2. The combinational logic elements are exemplified by Combinational Networks 3, 4, and 5, and by AND gates 6 and 7.

In general, testing of LSSD logic devices is accomplished by loading test input stimulus values into Shift Register Latch Sets 1 and 2, by applying test input stimulus to data input terminals S, by pulsed activation of either system clock C1 or system clock C2 (but not both at the same time) to load new data values into either Shift Register Latch Set 1 or 2 respectively, by measurement of output response values on data output terminals R1, R2 and by unloading test output response values from Shift Register Latch Sets 1 and 2. Loading of test input stimulus data values into Shift Register Latch Sets 1 and 2 is accomplished by placing a data value on scan input terminal IN, followed by pulsed activation of scan clock A, and then followed by pulsed activation of scan clock B. To complete loading of all SRLs in Shift Register Latch Sets 1 and 2, this scan clock A and B pulse sequence must be repeated with new data values on scan input terminal IN for as many cycles as the total number of SRLs in Shift Register Latch Sets 1 and 2. Unloading of test output response data values from Shift Register Latch Sets 1 and 2 is accomplished in similar fashion by applying a repetition of scan clock A and B pulse pairs, and by measuring the output response on scan output terminal OUT after the application of each pulse pair.

For purposes of describing the preferred embodiment of the present invention, it is convenient to introduce a classification scheme to distinguish the categories of input and output signals that are used during testing. Referring to the LSSD device of Fig. 1, for example, all those inputs that must be manipulated during testing to load logical values into Shift Register Latch Sets 1 and 2 are hereafter called test-function inputs, and are exemplified in Fig. 1 by the input terminals A, B, IN, C1, and C2. All those outputs that must be manipulated during testing to unload logical values from Shift Register Latch Sets 1 and 2 are hereafter called test-function outputs, and are exemplified in Fig. 1 by output terminal OUT. Additionally, output terminals that may be functionally required to selectively transfer test-function input values by combinational logic means to the output terminals of the device -- as exemplified in Fig. 1 by output terminal T which can so transfer the value of test-function input terminal C1 by means of AND gate 6 -- are hereafter also called test-function outputs. All LSSD device inputs other than those previously discussed, as exemplified in Fig. 1 by input terminal S, are hereafter called data inputs. All LSSD device outputs other than those previously discussed, as exemplified by output terminals R1 and R2 in Fig. 1, are hereafter called data outputs.

A prior approach to simultaneous-output-switching event prevention is illustrated in Figs. 2A and 2B. Fig. 2A shows a single receiver circuit 11 driving two resistive polysilicon delay lines 12, 14 which propagate the input waveform around the periphery of a semiconductor device (not shown), each line traversing two adjacent edges of the device. All driver off-chip circuits 16 are located at the chip periphery, and each is automatically attached to this delay line structure at its point of closest proximity to one of the delay lines 12, 14.

Fig. 2B shows an off-chip driver 16, consisting of driver element 18 and AND gate element 20. Driver element 18 supplies the logic value provided on the System Data input terminal of off-chip driver 16 to its Chip Data Output terminal, only when activated by means of AND gate element 20, which requires that logical 1 signal values be simultaneously present on both the System Enable input terminal and the Test Enable input terminal of off-chip driver 16. When a logical 0 value is present on either the System enable or the Test Enable of off-chip driver 16, then driver element 18 is disabled and is said to be at its high-impedance state, wherein it is electrically disconnected from the Chip Output Termi-
nal of off-chip driver 16. This structure prevents driver-contention events for single-chip modules during burn-in and during in-circuit card testing, provided in the latter case that the functional card design permits the testing apparatus to have separate independent access to the driver inhibit control input terminal of each module. However, the delay provided by delay lines 12, 14, can be much longer than desired, especially where chip size is relatively large, resulting in an excessively long polysilicon line, and where the number of OCDs on the chip is relatively low.

IBM TDB Vol. 29, No. 1 June 1986, p. 251 discloses a first and second plurality (group 1, 2) of off-chip driver circuit elements including inhibit means, delay means for receiving and delaying an inhibit signal and for providing said inhibit signal to its associated inhibit means, the delay means being interconnected serially in a first and second delay line (stage 1 and 2) so as to minimize simultaneous driver switching.

Fig. 3 is a timing diagram of an LSSD tester cycle required to utilize the scheme of Fig. 2 in a relatively large chip. Note particularly that the turn-on and turn-off times of the driver inhibit control input are the dominant factors in the tester cycle time. For VLSI circuit devices, this time is quite long as a consequence of the large time constant of the resistive delay line.

Fig. 4 is an improvement of the scheme shown in Fig. 2, wherein added inverter 30, transistors 32 and low-resistance metal interconnect wiring 34 realize an asymmetric switching behavior, such that the turn-off time of the driver inhibit control is much shorter than the turn-on time. Since this structure is logically identical to that of Fig. 2, but merely exhibits a faster switching response for the turn-off transition, it thus also satisfies the requirements to prevent driver-contention events for single-chip modules during burn-in and during in-circuit card testing, again provided in the latter case that the functional card design permits the testing apparatus to have separate independent access to the driver inhibit control input terminal of each module. However, it offers no improvement to driver inhibit turn-on transition delay.

Fig. 5 is a timing diagram of an LSSD tester cycle, like that of Fig. 3, required to utilize the scheme of Fig. 4. Note that although a significant improvement is realized in comparison to the cycle time shown in Fig. 3, the cycling of the driver inhibit control input is still a dominant factor in the total tester cycle time.

Fig. 6 illustrates yet another alternative approach to driver control that has been used for avoidance of simultaneous-output-switching events in connection with OCDs 16. In this case, the delay function is realized using active circuit elements 40 (instead of the resistive delay lines 12, 14 used in the methods described in Fig. 2 and Fig. 4) formed from internal circuit elements (not shown) that otherwise would have been used for functional system logic. Since the switching response of these elements 40 is both symmetric and faster than those delay line elements previously described, the tester cycle appears essentially as in Fig. 2, but requires shorter turn-on and turn-off times for the driver inhibit control, thereby yielding a reduced cycle time. However, since this delay line is realized only at the expense of circuit elements that otherwise would have been used in the functional chip design, this scheme therefore also tends to result in a plurality of off-chip drivers being operated from a single delay stage.

Inasmuch as all drivers connected to a particular stage may therefore be activated simultaneously, the scheme shown in Fig. 6 thus cannot be guaranteed to avoid all simultaneous-output-switching events, and is dependent on the number of driver elements so connected, and on the relative placement of said driver elements with regard to the associated on-chip power-supply network design.

While these prior design and testing methods have individually addressed a particular problem of driver control, and have attempted a specific solution for one or two of the problems associated with the cited testing operations, no previously described method has established a comprehensive driver-control design method that can be successively utilized to satisfy the driver control design requirements for each of the cited testing operations.

**SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION**

It is therefore the object of this invention to provide a method to control the inhibiting and enabling of off-chip drivers for a plurality of different testing operations, and particularly for those testing operations required to be performed on semiconductor chips, on single-chip modules, and on multichip modules.

It is a further object of this invention to realize the preceding method using a simple apparatus, comprising a small number of semiconductor device input terminals and a simple means of distributing input signals from these terminals through a circuit network to achieve distributed delay control for inhibiting and enabling of off-chip drivers.

It is yet a further object of this invention to realize the preceding method in an efficient manner for scan-based testing, and most particularly for level sensitive scan design (LSSD) testing, such that the time required to apply the totality of such tests is not substantially increased by the apparatus and method employed to ensure avoidance of simultaneous-output-switching events and driver-contention events during such testing operations.

These objects are achieved by the invention as claimed in claims 1, 4, and 7.

Fig. 1 is a schematic representation of a level sensitive scan design (LSSD) device.

Fig. 2A is a diagram of a distributed resis-
tive polysilicon delay line 12, 14, and of its interconnection to the control inputs of off-chip driver cells 16.

Fig. 2B shows the internal structure of one of the off-chip driver cells 16, consisting of a driver element 18 and an AND gate element 20.

Fig. 3 is a timing diagram of a scan-testing cycle that illustrates the use of the delay structure of Fig. 2 to avoid the occurrence of simultaneous-output-switching events.

Fig. 4 is a diagram of a modified resistive delay line in which the turn-on (logical 0 to logical 1) delay line 12, 14 is identical to that of Fig. 2, but the turn-off (logical 1 to logical 0) delay has been provided by added circuitry 30, 32, 34.

Fig. 5 is a timing diagram of a scan-testing cycle that illustrates the use of the delay structure of Fig. 4 to avoid the occurrence of simultaneous-output-switching events.

Fig. 6 is a block diagram of a representative interconnection of internal functional circuit elements 40 of a semiconductor device to form a distributed delay line, each delay element 40 also providing simultaneous control to a plurality of driver circuits 16.

Fig. 7A is a block diagram of the interconnection of off-chip driver circuits 102, 102', containing an integrated delay element 104, 104', to form a distributed delay line, wherein that element supplies the driver inhibit test control signal at an incremental timing offset both to its associated driver element and to a single succeeding off-chip driver circuit similarly equipped.

Fig. 7B shows the internal structure of one of the off-chip driver EO circuits 102, 102', containing a driver element 106 and an AND gate 106.

Fig. 8 is a table 120 specifying a classification scheme for assigning the interconnection and control of a particular driver to one of four delay lines of the type illustrated in Fig. 7A, based on the scan-testing uses of said driver.

Fig. 9 is a block diagram of a multichip module comprising four semiconductor chips, for purposes of exemplifying the interconnection and control scheme of Fig. 8.

Fig. 10 is a table 200 specifying a classification scheme for assigning the interconnection and control of a particular driver to one of three delay lines of the type illustrated in Fig. 7, based on the scan-testing uses of said driver.

Fig. 11 is a block diagram of a multichip module comprising four semiconductor chips, for purposes of exemplifying the interconnection and control scheme of Fig. 10.

Fig. 12 is a table 300 specifying the type of control function applied during scan-based testing of chips and modules to the semiconductor device input terminals controlling distributed delay lines of the type illustrated in Fig. 7, using either the four-line control scheme of Fig. 8, or the three-line control scheme of Fig. 10.

Fig. 13 is a simplified block diagram of the LSSD device shown in Fig. 1, wherein all detailed elements shown in Fig. 1 have been replaced by a single block 500, and retaining only the input and output terminals of the Fig. 1 device.

Fig. 14 illustrates an example of boundary scan device design, wherein the input and output terminal connections of LSSD device block 500 have been augmented to illustrate the receiver and driver circuits associated with the input and output terminals of the device, and also the addition of boundary scan SRLs in close association with data input terminal S' and with data output terminal R'.

Fig. 2B shows the internal structure of one of the off-chip driver cells 16, consisting of a driver element 18 and an AND gate element 20.

Fig. 9 is a block diagram of a multichip module comprising four semiconductor chips, for purposes of exemplifying the interconnection and control scheme of Fig. 8.

Fig. 10 is a table 200 specifying a classification scheme for assigning the interconnection and control of a particular driver to one of three delay lines of the type illustrated in Fig. 7, based on the scan-testing uses of said driver.

Fig. 11 is a block diagram of a multichip module comprising four semiconductor chips, for purposes of exemplifying the interconnection and control scheme of Fig. 10.

Fig. 12 is a table 300 specifying the type of control function applied during scan-based testing of chips and modules to the semiconductor device input terminals controlling distributed delay lines of the type illustrated in Fig. 7, using either the four-line control scheme of Fig. 8, or the three-line control scheme of Fig. 10.

Fig. 13 is a simplified block diagram of the LSSD device shown in Fig. 1, wherein all detailed elements shown in Fig. 1 have been replaced by a single block 500, and retaining only the input and output terminals of the Fig. 1 device.

Fig. 14 illustrates an example of boundary scan device design, wherein the input and output terminal connections of LSSD device block 500 have been augmented to illustrate the receiver and driver circuits associated with the input and output terminals of the device, and also the addition of boundary scan SRLs in close association with data input terminal S' and with data output terminal R'.

Fig. 2B shows the internal structure of one of the off-chip driver cells 16, consisting of a driver element 18 and an AND gate element 20.

Fig. 9 is a block diagram of a multichip module comprising four semiconductor chips, for purposes of exemplifying the interconnection and control scheme of Fig. 8.

Fig. 10 is a table 200 specifying a classification scheme for assigning the interconnection and control of a particular driver to one of three delay lines of the type illustrated in Fig. 7, based on the scan-testing uses of said driver.

Fig. 11 is a block diagram of a multichip module comprising four semiconductor chips, for purposes of exemplifying the interconnection and control scheme of Fig. 10.

Fig. 12 is a table 300 specifying the type of control function applied during scan-based testing of chips and modules to the semiconductor device input terminals controlling distributed delay lines of the type illustrated in Fig. 7, using either the four-line control scheme of Fig. 8, or the three-line control scheme of Fig. 10.

Fig. 13 is a simplified block diagram of the LSSD device shown in Fig. 1, wherein all detailed elements shown in Fig. 1 have been replaced by a single block 500, and retaining only the input and output terminals of the Fig. 1 device.
Figs. 15A & 15B are timing diagrams of a scan-testing cycle that illustrate the further testing cycle time benefit that may be obtained when the LSSD device being tested is a boundary scan device as exemplified by Fig. 14.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

The preferred embodiment of the present invention is shown in Figs. 7A and 7B. Fig. 7B shows an off-chip driver 102, comprising driver circuit 108, AND gate 106, and delay element 104. The driver circuit 108 delivers the value contained on its System Data input line to its Chip Output Terminal only if an activating logical value (logic 1) is present at driver enable input 109. This value of enable input 109 is computed by AND gate 106, such that a logical 1 value on both its System Enable input and its input 107 constitutes an activating value for driver enable input 109. The input 107 to AND gate 106 is computed as the output of delay element 104, such computation having the effect of delivering each logic value presented on its Test Enable input 105 to input 107 at a later instant in time as determined by the performance characteristic of delay element 104. The value placed on input 107 of AND gate 106 is also made available as the delayed test enable output of off-chip driver 102. It is to be understood that in accordance with the principles of the present invention, the output of a single delay element 104 could also be connected to two or more AND gate input 107 - driver enable input 109 combinations.

Fig. 7A depicts two instances of a delay line used for off-chip driver control. Each delay line 110, 112, is formed by the interconnection of a multiplicity of off-chip drivers 102, 102', where each off-chip driver 102' is the same as off-chip driver 102 shown in Fig. 7B. Each delay line 110, 112, propagates a logic signal value originating at a driver inhibit input terminal 99, 99', through its corresponding receiver 100, 100'. Receiver 100 propagates the signal value placed on driver inhibit input terminal 99 by means of interconnecting wire 101 to the first off-chip driver 102 of each delay line, where it is connected to the Test Enable input 105 of that off-chip driver 102 as previously described in connection with Fig. 7B. All subsequent connections of the delay line 110 are made to successive off-chip drivers 102 by means of interconnecting wires 103 which describe a point-to-point connection, each being between the Delayed Test Enable output of off-chip driver 102 in Fig. 7B and the Test Enable input of a subsequent instance of off-chip driver 102. It is to be understood that in accordance with the principles of the present invention, the output of a single receiver 100 could also be connected in parallel to two or more off-chip drivers 102.

All off-chip drivers 102, 102', on the semiconductor device are connected in this manner to exactly one of a plurality of delay lines of which two instances 110, 112, are shown in Fig. 7A. In this way, all driver circuits 102, 102', connected to a particular delay line can be disabled for avoidance of driver contention during testing by permitting the testing apparatus to place an inhibiting value (i.e., logical 0) as necessary on the corresponding driver inhibit input terminal 99, 99'. More significantly, however, when an enabling value (i.e., logical 1) is placed on a driver inhibit input terminal 99, 99', the timing of the enabling of each off-chip driver 102, 102', is uniquely offset for simultaneous-output-switching event avoidance by its own integrated delay element 104, 104'. The time delay through delay element 104, 104' can be designed to be the minimum necessary for simultaneous-switching avoidance in the worst case of all off-chip drivers 102, 102', whose power is supplied by the same local on-chip power-supply distribution network (not shown) also being connected to the same delay line 110, 112. The total switching time of each delay line 110, 112, is directly proportional to the number of off-chip driver circuits 102, 102', attached to that line. Thus lines controlling few driver circuits are capable of being cycled much more rapidly than those lines controlling many drivers.

The preferred set of rules for assigning each off-chip driver to membership in a particular delay line are summarized in Fig. 8. Fig. 8 consists of table 120 which relates two categories of information, one being the Delay Line Type 122 and the other being the Type of Off-Chip Driver Controlled 124. Inasmuch as the delay line assignment criteria differs slightly depending on whether the chip will be packaged in a single-chip module (SCM) or a multichip module (MCM), the Type of Off-Chip Driver Controlled 124 has been further subcategorized to differentiate between those rules applied for Chips on SCMs, and those applied for Chips on MCMs.

This preferred set of assignment rules establish four distinct categories (D11, D12, D13, D14) of Delay Line Types 122. Each category of delay line is exercised in a particular and unique manner across the totality of chip and module testing operations as will be subsequently described.

For Chips on SCMs, these rules require that only two delay line categories be used. All those off-chip drivers associated with LSSD data output signals are assigned to the D11 delay line type. All those off-chip drivers associated with LSSD test-function output signals are assigned to the D12 delay line type.

For Chips on MCMs, these rules distinguish two additional delay line categories, based on whether the corresponding off-chip driver is connected to a module output terminal, to one or more chip input terminals of other chips within the multichip module, or to both module outputs and chip inputs. LSSD data output signals may be simultaneously connected to both module outputs and chip inputs. All those off-chip drivers associated with LSSD data output signals that are connected to MCM...
data output terminals and which may also be connected to other chip inputs are assigned to the DI1 delay line type. However, those off-chip drivers associated with LSSD data output signals that are connected to other chip inputs and which may also be connected to other chip data output signals are assigned to the DI4 delay line type.

This classification scheme both assumes and requires that it is impermissible for a particular LSSD test-function output signal from a chip to be connected both to a module output and to a chip input. It is also impermissible for an LSSD test-function output signal from a chip to be connected by common module wiring to any other chip output signal unless said signal is also an LSSD test-function output signal. All those off-chip drivers associated with LSSD test-function output signals that are connected only to MCM output signals that are connected only to the other chip input terminals are assigned to the DI3 delay line type.

Fig. 9 shows a multichip module 130 design example to which the delay line assignment rules of Fig. 8 have been applied. Multichip module 130 contains four chips 140, 150, 160, 170. For each chip 140, 150, 160, 170 the chip input terminals required for off-chip driver control are located on the top of each block, and are labelled 1, 2, 3, 4—corresponding to delay line types DI1, DI2, DI3, and DI4 respectively. For chip 160, the delay line inputs labelled 2 and 3 are understood to be extensions of the module wiring entering delay line inputs 2 and 3 of chip 140. Similarly for chip 170, the delay line inputs labelled 1 and 2 are to be construed as extensions of the module wiring entering delay line inputs 1 and 2 of chip 150. All lines connected to the left edge of each chip 140, 150, 160, 170, are to be understood as signal lines attaching to the input terminals of such chips, and all lines connected to the right edge of each are to be construed as signal lines attaching to the output terminals of such chips.

Fig. 9 illustrates a sampling of the interconnections permitted by the rules embodied in Fig. 8. For example, test-function output signals 172 from each of the chips 140, 150, 160, 170, are connected only to output terminals of multichip module 130, and in each case the associated off-chip driver (not shown) internal to such chip is controlled by an on-chip delay line (not shown) connected to the DI2 input terminal of multichip module 130.

Test-function output signals 174 from chips 140 and 160 are shown connecting only to input terminals on chips 150 and 170, hence the corresponding off-chip drivers (not shown) internal to such chips are controlled by on-chip delay lines (not shown) of type DI3. The DI3 control input terminals of chips 140 and 160 are shown as driven by the output of tie-up block 176. Tie-up block 176 functions to supply a constant logical 1 value to the DI3 inputs, thus permitting the corresponding off-chip driver to be constantly enabled as may be required for LSSD scanning and clocking control for module testing and burn-in. No test-function output signals from chips 150 or 170 are shown connected to the inputs of other chips, hence no DI3 control input is connected to them.

Data output signal 178 from chip 150 illustrates a simple case of an off-chip driver (not shown), internal to such chip, connected to a module output terminal 180, and thus being controlled by an on-chip delay line (not shown) of type DI1. Data output signal 182 from chip 170 illustrates a second case in which the off-chip driver (not shown) is connected to an input terminal 184 of chip 160 as well as to an output terminal 186 of multichip module 10, but is still controlled by an on-chip delay line of type DI1 as specified by the rules in Fig. 8.

Data output signal 188 illustrates a complex case, wherein signal 188, is connected to off-chip drivers (not shown) of both chips 140 and 160, is connected to an output terminal 190 of multichip module 130, and is also connected to input terminals 192 and 194, of chips 150 and 170 respectively. Once again, a driver control delay line of type DI1 is used as specified in Fig. 8. However, in order to use these type DI1 delay lines as driver-contention control inputs during any testing operation that may activate signal 188, it is necessary that these DI1 inputs be independently controllable from the input terminals of multichip module 130. Hence, the chip 140 type DI1 input is connected the input terminal labelled DI1-1 on multichip module 130, whereas the chip 160 type DI1 input is connected to a separate input terminal labelled DI1-2.

Data output signal 196 from chip 150 illustrates a simple case of an off-chip driver (not shown) connected only to chip input terminals on chips 150 and 160, which is therefore controlled by a driver control delay line of type DI4 as required in Fig. 8.

Data output signal 198 again represents the more complex case, wherein it is connected to off-chip drivers (not shown) of chips 140 and 160, and is also connected to input terminals of chips 150 and 170. Since signal 198 is a data signal which is not connected to a module output terminal, its associated off-chip drivers (not shown) in chips 140 and 160 are also assigned to be controlled by driver control delay lines (not shown) of type DI4. However, in order to use these type DI4 delay lines as driver-contention control inputs during any testing operation that may activate signal 198, it is necessary that these DI4 inputs be independently controllable from the input terminals of multichip module 130. Hence, the chip 140 type DI4 input is connected the input terminal labelled DI4-1 on multichip module 130, whereas the chip 160 type DI4 input is connected to a separate input terminal labelled DI4-2.

A second alternative method of implementation uses a modified set of rules for assigning each off-chip driver to membership in a particular delay line. These alternative rules are summarized in Fig. 10. Fig. 10 consists of table 200 which relates two categories of information, one being the Delay Line Type 202 and the other being the Type of Off-Chip Driver Controlled 204.
much as the delay line assignment criteria differs slightly depending on whether the chip will be packaged in a single-chip module (SCM) or a multichip module (MCM), the Type of Off-Chip Driver Controlled 204 has been further subcategorized to differentiate between those rules applied for Chips on SCMs, and those applied for Chips on MCMs. Since the requirements for Chips on SCMs are identical to those spelled out and discussed in conjunction with Fig. 8, no further mention will hereafter be made of them.

This modified set of assignment rules establish three distinct categories (D11, D12, D13) of Delay Line Types for Chips on MCMs. As in the case of Fig. 8, these rules distinguish driver-control categories for off-chip drivers of chips which will be packaged in multichip modules, based on whether the corresponding off-chip driver is connected to a module output terminal, to one or more chip input terminals of other chips within the multichip module, or to both module outputs and chip inputs.

As in the scheme of Fig. 8, the LSSD data output signals may be simultaneously connected to both module outputs and chip inputs. All those off-chip drivers associated with LSSD data output signals that are connected to MCM data output terminals and which may also be connected to other chip inputs are assigned to the D11 delay line type. In contrast to the classification scheme of Fig. 8, however, the classification scheme of Fig. 10 for Chips on MCMs also permits those off-chip drivers associated with LSSD data output signals that are not connected to MCM data input signals but are instead connected to other chip inputs and which may also be connected to other chip data output signals to be assigned to the D11 delay line type. In fact, this is the preferred connection strategy for such data output signals, and is intended to be used for all such signals except as subsequently described.

Also as in the scheme of Fig. 8, the classification scheme for Chips on MCMs in Fig. 10 both assumes and requires identical limitations on the interconnections between LSSD test-function output signals from chips and their connections to multichip module output terminals and to input terminals of other chips. Accordingly, the use of the D12 delay line type to control all those off-chip drivers associated with LSSD test-function output signals that are connected only to MCM output terminals is identical to its use in Fig. 8.

Moreover, the D13 delay line type is used identically for chips on MCMs to control all those off-chip drivers associated with LSSD test-function output signals that are connected only to the other chip input terminals. In contrast to the case of Fig. 8, the definition of delay line type D13 for chips on MCMs in Fig. 10 also permits the delay line type D13 to be optionally used in special circumstances for control of off-chip drivers associated with LSSD data output signals that are connected only to the data input terminals of other chips, and which are not connected to any multichip module output terminal, nor to an output signal of any other off-chip driver. Although the preceding restriction precludes the possibility of driver contention on such nets, this permission should be used with caution and only for a small number of such data output signals. This caution is a consequence of the general requirement on the operation of delay line type D13 during multichip module testing, as it must normally be held active to permit the flow of LSSD test-function signals from one chip to another, and thus cannot be cycled active and inactive for the avoidance of simultaneous-output-switching events.

Fig. 11 shows a multichip module 230 design example illustrating the application of the delay line assignment rules of Fig. 10. Multichip module 230 contains four chips 240, 250, 260, and 270. The input and output labeling conventions for each block are identical with those stated for the example for Fig. 9, and consequently will not be repeated here. Similar elements to those on Fig. 9 have the same last two digits in their reference numerals. For example, tie-up block 276 has the same function and purpose as the tie-up block 176 in Fig. 9.

Chips 240, 250, and 260 are the same as semiconductor logic chips 140, 150 and 160 as shown and discussed in the previous example of Fig. 9. However, chip 270 in the current example is a random-access memory (RAM) chip, whose interconnection for testing purposes is discussed hereinbelow.

Fig. 11 illustrates several instances of the interconnections permitted by the rules embodied in Fig. 10. Cases which are substantially the same in form and function to those discussed in Fig. 9 are: (1) the control by means of delay line type D11 (not shown) of the off-chip drivers (not shown) that supply data output signals 288, 278, 288* from chips 240, 250, 260 respectively, to module output terminals of multichip module 230; (2) the control by means of delay line type D12 (not shown) of the off-chip drivers (not shown) that supply test-function output signals 272, 272*, 272*, from chips 240, 250, 260 respectively, to module output terminals of multichip module 230; and (3) the control by means of delay line type D13 of the off-chip drivers that supply test-function input signals 274, 274*, from chips 240 and 260, respectively to input terminals of chips 250 and 270, respectively.

Output signals 288', 296, from chips 240 and 250, respectively, are examples of data connections that are different under the rules specified in Fig. 10 as contrasted with those of Fig. 8. Signals 288', 296, depict data signal connections from chip 240 to chip 250, and from chip 250 to chip 260, and in each case such signal does not also connect to any output terminal of multichip module 230. However, the off-chip drivers on chips 240 and 250 that supply signals 288* and 296 are still controlled by means of delay lines (not shown) of type D11.

Output signal 298' from chip 260 is an example of a data signal whose attached off-chip driver (not shown) is properly controlled by delay line type D13 (not shown) under the classification scheme of Fig. 10. Signal 298'
is connected to the address or data input terminals of RAM chip 270, for purposes of supplying a continuous stream of data input values from chip 260 to chip 270, which is particularly essential during burn-in stress operations. When using this method of interconnection, chip 270 is effectively treated as if it were a physical adjunct of chip 260. This scheme can be highly desirable and useful, provided that the total number of connections exemplified by signal 297 is sufficiently small, or alternatively that the placement of their associated off-chip driver circuits on chip 260 is such that the switching of all such driver circuits during module testing or burn-in operations cannot result in the occurrence of a simultaneous-output-switching event.

Finally, it is noted for completeness that the output signals 297, 299 of RAM chip 270 are considered to be data signals, hence their output inhibit control is denoted to be of type D11. However, the total number of output signals from chip 270 is rather small, so that the output circuits of said chip may not be at risk of provoking a simultaneous-output-switching event. Thus, the inhibit of type D11 on chip 270 need not provide the distributed delay function as described in Fig. 7. Since this inhibit provides only a driver-contention avoidance function, it has been shown as being connected separately to the multichip module 230 input terminal labelled as D11-2, to emphasize this contrast to module 230 input terminal D11-1, which is capable of being cycled for avoidance of simultaneous-output-switching events during multichip module testing operations.

The operation of delay lines constructed as described in Fig. 7 and in Fig. 9 for the purposes of off-chip driver switching control during various chip and module testing operations is summarized in Fig. 12. FIG. 12 illustrates a method of operation for a plurality of these delay lines, and is consistent either with the method of off-chip driver assignment to one of four delay line types as described in Fig. 8, or with the alternative method of off-chip driver assignment to one of three delay line types as described in Fig. 10. Fig. 12 consists of table 300 containing three information categories, which are the Type of Operation, the Circuits Tested, and the Delay Line Type.

The Type of Operation column contains five entries describing testing operations for which differing control sequences must be applied to the Delay Line Types. The first entry is for waiver testing of semiconductor chips. The second entry is for single-chip module testing, which is to be interpreted to include burn-in testing operations wherein the output terminals of the module are monitored for their expected response values. The fifth and final entry is for multichip module burn-in stress operations, wherein test stimulus is applied to the input terminals of the module, but no monitoring of output response is performed.

The Circuits Tested column further differentiates each of the several testing operations described as entries in Type of Operation into two further subcategories of testing activities. This distinction is made inasmuch as scan-based testing methods, and more particularly level sensitive scan design (LSSD) methods, permit much testing to be performed with only the off-chip drivers connected to the LSSD test-function output terminals of a chip being activated. During such testing, all other off-chip drivers connected to the ordinary data output terminals of such chips may be simply disabled, thereby further limiting exposure to simultaneous-output-switching or driver contention problems.

In each case, the notation "S/R/L-> SRL" is understood to mean testing of those functional circuit elements wherein test stimulus values are applied first to SRLs (by means of a shift register load operation) and then to data input terminals. Test response values are monitored only using SRLs (by means of a shift register unload operation), and not using the data output terminals of the device.

The notation "->DD/DD->" is understood to mean testing of those functional circuit elements wherein the data output off-chip drivers must be enabled, either to monitor expected test response values at corresponding output terminals, or to transmit signal values to the data input terminals of another chip.

The Delay Line Type column describes the required type of delay lines of types D11, D12, D13, and D14 for each Type of Operation and for each subcategory of Circuits Tested. An entry is made in this column to describe the operating function of each delay line type for each testing operation and category of circuits being tested. In this column, the notation "0" indicates that the input terminals of the corresponding delay line type are supplied with the signal value required to disable the off-chip drivers connected to such delay lines. The notation "1" indicates that the input terminals of the corresponding delay line type are supplied with the signal value required to permit selective enabling the off-chip drivers connected to such delay lines, based on test input stimulation of the system enable inputs of such drivers. The notation "S", meaning "Switched", indicates that the input terminals of the corresponding delay line type are switched either to a logical 0 or a logical 1 signal value as required during the execution of a required testing operation, to disable or selectively enable off-chip drivers as may be necessary to avoid driver-contention events. The notation "P", meaning "Pulsed", indicates that the input terminals of the corresponding delay line type are activated and then subsequently deactivated during each tester cycle in the manner described for the driver inhibit input shown in Fig. 2, thus permitting the staggered enabling and disabling of the associated off-
chip drivers for purposes of avoiding the occurrence of simultaneous-output-switching events.

During wafer testing, the input terminals of type DI1 delay lines are held at logical 0 when circuits testable by SRL means are being tested, and so the corresponding off-chip drivers are disabled. When tests are performed that require activation of off-chip drivers to permit the transfer of data signal values, the input terminals of type DI1 delay lines are pulsed for simultaneous-output-switching control. During wafer testing, the input terminals of type DI2 delay lines can either be switched as needed to perform the required testing operations, or alternatively pulsed for avoidance of simultaneous-output-switching events. Inasmuch as the total number of off-chip drivers associated with LSSD test-function output signals is normally quite small, they do not themselves normally incur a risk of generating a simultaneous-output-switching event. During wafer testing, the chip being tested will have input terminals for type DI3 or DI4 delay lines only if that chip has been designed to be used in a multichip module. In such cases, type DI3 input terminals are treated identically with type DI2 input terminals, and type DI4 input terminal are treated identically with type DI1 input terminals.

During single-chip module testing, input terminals for type DI1 and DI2 delay lines are treated in the same manner as previously described for wafer testing. Inasmuch as type DI3 and DI4 delay lines are only used for multichip modules, these entries are not applicable for single-chip module testing.

During single-chip module stress operations, no monitoring of module output values is being done, so the input terminals for both type DI1 and DI2 delay lines are held at logical 0, thus disabling all off-chip driver circuits and electrically disconnecting them from their module output terminals, thereby preventing the risk of driver-contention events with other modules wired in common on the same burn-in board, and thereby also permitting the output terminals of some other module on the same burn-in board to be simultaneously tested by means of the common wiring. Inasmuch as type DI3 and DI4 delay lines are only used for multichip modules, these entries are not applicable for single-chip module stress operations.

During multichip module testing, the chip input terminals for type DI1 and DI2 delay lines are wired to module input terminals, which are treated in the same manner as previously described for wafer testing. Chip input terminals for type DI3 delay lines need not be wired to module input terminals, but may be fixed to a constant logical 1 value as was illustrated by the multichip module examples in Figs. 9 and 11. Alternatively, chip input terminals for type DI3 delay lines may be wired to module input terminals, in which case these input terminals are switched as necessary to perform all required testing operations. When multichip modules are designed in accordance with the method described in Fig. 8, then chip input terminals for type DI4 delay lines will be present.

These type DI4 delay lines must be wired to module input terminals, and said terminals are switched as necessary to perform all required testing operations, and most particularly as required to avoid driver-contention events.

During multichip module stress operations, module input terminals for type DI1 and DI2 delay lines are treated in the same manner as previously described for single-chip module stress operations. Module input terminals for type DI3 and DI4 delay lines are treated in the same manner as previously described for multichip module testing.

Logic design methods that substantially associate shift register latches (SRLs) with device input and output terminals are known and have been called boundary scan methods. A scan boundary thus surrounding substantially all the chip logic not otherwise bounded by SRLs thereby permits all such combinational logic to be tested by means of LSSD loading, unloading, and clocking operations as previously described in reference to Fig. 1, but without also requiring that test input stimulus be applied to the input terminals having such associated SRLs, and also without requiring that test output response be monitored at the device output terminals having such associated SRLs.

Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 illustrate the boundary scan principle in comparison to ordinary LSSD device design.

Fig. 13 shows a block 500 containing the LSSD device depicted in Fig. 1, but showing only the input and output terminals of that device. Fig. 14 shows block 500 with boundary scan SRLs 502, 504, 506, driver inhibit terminals D11 and D12, and receivers 514 and drivers 516, 518, and 520. SRL 502 is a boundary SRL for data input signal S'. SRL 504 and SRL 506 are boundary SRLs for data output signal R'. SRLs 502, 504, and 506 constitute a logical boundary for 500 and provide stimulus and observation points to 500. D11 controls the data off-chip driver 516 and D12 controls the test-function off-chip drivers 518 and 520. 516, 518, and 520 are examples of block 102 as shown in Fig. 7B. In typical applications, there is a multiplicity of blocks 516, 518, and 520 connected together as shown in Fig. 7A, with 516 being the same as one block 102 and blocks 518 and 520 being the same as blocks 102'. In typical applications, the number of data inputs and data outputs greatly outnumber the number of test-function inputs and outputs. For chips that will be packaged on MCMs, DI3 and DI4 are treated in the same manner as DI2 and DI1 respectively.

Boundary scan places a maximum number of functional circuit elements in the category SRL->SRL, which is a subset of category I/SRL->SRL, as described in reference Fig. 12, that excludes application of stimulus values to data input terminals as permitted by that category. All such circuit elements can be tested by holding D1 to a 'logic 0 and monitoring only terminals OUT' and 'T', whose associated off-chip driver inhibit is controlled by a type DI2 delay line. In Fig. 14, 500, 502, 504, 506, 418,
and 520 are part of category SRL->SRL. Likewise, boundary scan places a minimum number of functional circuit elements in the category ->DO/DO-> whose associated off-chip driver inhibit is controlled by a type DI1 delay line. In Fig. 14, 516 is the only circuit that is part of this category.

The further benefit derived from embodiments involving boundary scan design methods is that the tester cycle time as shown in Fig. 3 is further reduced as shown in Fig. 15 for the vast majority of tester cycles. Fig. 3 depicts the tester cycle time resulting from use of the delay lines as shown in Fig. 2 as applied to the circuits in Fig. 1. Fig. 15 depicts tester cycle times illustrating the further improvements in such cycle times that can be realized in the testing of LSSD boundary scan device shown in Fig. 14 according to the present invention, as shown in Fig. 7. In Fig. 15A, note that a significant improvement is realized in comparison to the cycle time shown in Fig. 3 and that the cycling of the driver inhibit control input 26 is no longer a dominant factor in the total tester cycle time. In Fig. 15B, a further improvement in tester cycle time is shown since the DI2 input is held active for the entire cycle and the outputs can be sampled without the DI2 switching delay.

Monitoring of data output terminals for their expected signal response requires a tester cycle time similar to that of Fig. 3, but the impact to the tester cycle time is reduced since not all component drivers are controlled by DI1 and this delay is proportional to the number of outputs.

In testing MCMs, a further benefit is derived from the application of the present invention when boundary scan design methods are used. For chip-to-chip interconnect test, the number of tester cycles where D14 is cycled is minimized because the complexity of the logic associated with chip-to-chip data interconnections is greatly simplified, therefore minimizing the number of test patterns needed.

Further benefits derived from this invention are found at the electronic data processing system or subsystem level, hereafter called system. When components in a system contain SRLs, LSSD loading and unloading operations similar to that described in reference to Fig. 1 are also important operations during normal system operation. As in the various test modes, during LSSD loading and unloading operations, simultaneous output-switching events, driver-contention events, and long scan cycle time are potential adverse effects to the system. With multiple driver inhibit delay lines provided in accordance with the principles of the present invention, the data drivers are inhibited and the test-function outputs are enabled during LSSD loading and unloading operations. This minimizes these potential adverse effects in the same manner as previously discussed for chips.

Claims

1. A method for producing integrated circuit devices, said devices including a first plurality of off-chip driver circuit elements (102) and a second plurality of off-chip driver circuit elements (102'), wherein said circuit elements are provided in accordance with a design system that provides such elements in cells for interconnection with a desired circuit design comprising the steps of:

   providing, in association with each of said off-chip driver circuit elements (102, 102'), separate inhibit means for inhibiting said elements in response to an inhibit signal by providing said inhibit means in the cell in which its associated off-chip driver (102, 102') is provided;

   providing, in association with each of said inhibit means, separate delay means (104, 104') for receiving and delaying an inhibit signal and for providing said inhibit signal to its associated inhibit means by providing said delay means (104, 104') in the cell in which its associated inhibit means is provided;

   interconnecting said delay means (104) associated with said first plurality of off-chip driver elements (102) such that such delay means are interconnected serially in a first delay line (110); and

   interconnecting said delay means (104') associated with said second plurality of off-chip driver elements (102') such that such delay means are interconnected serially in a second delay line (112); such that during test or other operation of said circuit device, inhibit signals may be applied selectively to said first and second delay lines (110, 112) so as to minimize simultaneous driver switching while concurrently minimizing the delay in switching associated with said delay lines.

2. The method according to claim 1 in which said step of providing said delay means (104, 104') is performed by providing a plurality of inverters interconnected serially.

3. The method according to claim 1 or 2.

   further including the step of providing shift register latches on said devices for serially scanning test and data signals as outputs from said circuit devices; and

   wherein said step of providing a first plurality of off-chip driver circuit elements (102) is performed by providing said first plurality of off-chip driver circuit elements (102) in association with
the outputs of said shift register latches.

4. An integrated circuit device including a first plurality (110) of off-chip driver circuit elements (108) and a second plurality (112) of off-chip driver circuit elements (108) wherein said circuit elements are provided in cells interconnected in accordance with a desired circuit design comprising:

separate inhibit means (106), provided in association with each of said off-chip driver circuit elements (108), for inhibiting said elements (108) in response to an inhibit signal wherein each of said separate inhibit means are provided in the cell in which its associated off-chip driver is provided;

separate delay means (104, 104'), provided in association with each of said inhibit means (106), for receiving and delaying an inhibit signal and for providing said inhibit signal to its associated inhibit means (106) wherein said separate delay means are provided in the cell in which its associated inhibit means is provided;

said delay means (104) associated with said first plurality of off-chip driver elements (108) being interconnected such that such delay means (104) are interconnected serially in a first delay line (110); and

said delay means (104') associated with said second plurality of off-chip driver elements (108) being interconnected such that such delay means (114') are interconnected serially in a second delay line (112);

such that during test or other operation of said circuit device, inhibit signals may be applied selectively to said first (110) and second (112) delay lines so as to minimize simultaneous driver switching while concurrently minimizing the delay in switching associated with said delay lines (110, 112).

5. The device according to claim 4 in which said delay means (104, 104') is a plurality of inverters interconnected serially.

6. The device according to claim 4 or 5

further comprising a plurality of shift register latches (502, 504, 506) for serially scanning test and data signals as outputs from said circuit devices; and

wherein said first plurality of off-chip driver cir-

cuit elements are provided in association with the outputs of said shift register latches (502, 504, 506).

7. A method for testing an integrated circuit device, said device including input and output terminals and functional logic circuit elements for performing logical operations on signals applied as inputs thereto, comprising the steps of:

providing a first plurality of off-chip driver circuits elements (102);

providing a second plurality of off-chip driver circuit elements (102'), wherein said circuit elements are provided in accordance with a design system that provides such elements in cells for interconnection with a desired circuit design;

providing, in association with each of said off-chip driver circuit elements (102, 102'), separate inhibit means for inhibiting said elements in response to an inhibit signal, by providing said inhibit means in the cell in which its associated off-chip driver (102,102') is provided;

providing, in association with each of said inhibit means, separate delay means (104, 104') for receiving and delaying an inhibit signal and for providing said inhibit signal to its associated inhibit means by providing said delay means (104, 104') in the cell in which its associated inhibit means is provided;

interconnecting said delay means (104) associated with said first plurality of off-chip driver elements (102) such that such delay means are interconnected serially in a first delay line (110);

interconnecting said delay means (104') associated with said second plurality of off-chip driver elements (102') such that such delay means are interconnected serially in a second delay line (112); applying test input signals to said input terminals, including data signals and clock signals, and

applying inhibit signals selectively to said first and said second delay lines (110, 112) while monitoring selected output terminals of said device so as to minimize simultaneous driver switching while concurrently minimizing the delay in testing associated with said delay lines (110, 112).

8. The method according to claim 7, further including the step of providing shift register latches (502, 504, 506) on said devices for serially scanning test and
data signals as outputs from said circuit devices, wherein said first plurality of off-chip driver circuit elements (102) are provided in association with said shift register latches (502, 503, 506).

9. The method according to claim 7 wherein said testing is performed on one or more of such integrated circuit devices mounted on a single module, and wherein said step of providing said first plurality of off-chip driver circuit elements (102) is performed by providing said driver circuit elements only for outputs intended as outputs of said module.

10. The method according to claim 7 wherein said testing is performed on one or more of such integrated circuit devices mounted on a single module, further including the step of:

- providing shift register latches (502, 504, 506) on said devices for serially scanning test and data signals as outputs from said circuit devices; and

- wherein said step of providing said first plurality of off-chip driver circuit elements is performed by a first step of providing said driver circuit elements only for outputs required for obtaining those outputs from said shift register latches (502, 504, 506) also intended as outputs of said module.

11. The method according to claim 10, wherein said step of providing said second plurality of off-chip driver circuit elements (102') is performed by a second step of providing said driver circuit elements only for those outputs of said module not having driver circuit elements provided by said first step.

12. The method according to claim 11, wherein said module contains a plurality of integrated circuit devices, further including the step of providing a third plurality of off-chip driver circuit elements only for those outputs intended only as an input to one or more devices on said module; and

- wherein said steps of providing separate inhibit means further includes the step of providing such separate inhibit means in association with said third plurality of off-chip driver circuit elements.

Patentansprüche

1. Ein Verfahren zur Herstellung von Elementen mit integrierten Schaltungen, die über eine erste Reihe von Off-Chip-Treiberbauelementen (102) und eine zweite Reihe von Off-Chip-Treiberbauelementen (102') verfügen, wobei die genannten Bauelemente einem Systementwurf entsprechen, der solche Ele-

mente in Zellen zur Verbindung mit einem gewünschten Schaltungsentwurf vorsieht und folgende Schritte umfaßt:

- In Verbindung mit den einzelnen genannten Off-Chip-Treiberbauelementen (102, 102') Bereitstellung von separaten Sperrmitteln, mit denen die genannten Elemente als Reaktion auf ein Sperrsignal gepert werden, und die sich in der Zelle befinden, in der der zugehörige Off-Chip-Treiber (102, 102') enthalten ist;

- in Verbindung mit den einzelnen genannten Sperrmitteln Bereitstellung von separaten Verzögerungsmitteln (104, 104') zum Empfangen und Verzögern eines Sperrsignals und zur Übertragung des genannten Sperrsignals an die zugehörigen Sperrmittel, dadurch, daß sich das genannte Verzögerungsmittel (104, 104') in der Zelle befindet, in der das zugehörige Sperrmittel enthalten ist;

- Verbindung der genannten Verzögerungsmittel (104), die zur ersten Reihe der Off-Chip-Treiberelemente (102) gehören, so daß diese Verzögerungsmittel seriell in einer ersten Verzögerungsleitung (110) miteinander verbunden werden; und Verbindung der genannten Verzögerungsmittel (104'), die zur zweiten Reihe der Off-Chip-Treiberelemente (102') gehören, so daß diese Verzögerungsmittel seriell in einer zweiten Verzögerungsleitung (112) miteinander verbunden werden; so können während Prüfungen oder anderer Anwendungen des genannten Bauelements Sperrsignale selektiv an die erste und zweite Verzögerungsleitung angelegt werden (110, 112), um gleichzeitige Treiberschaltungen zu minimieren und damit auch die Schaltverzögerung zu minimieren, die mit den genannten Verzögerungsleitungen verbunden ist.

2. Das Verfahren gemäß Anspruch 1, wobei der genannte Schritt zur Bereitstellung der Verzögerungsmittel (104, 104') durchgeführt wird, indem eine Vielzahl von Umkehrschaltungen seriell damit verbunden wird.

3. Das Verfahren gemäß Anspruch 1 oder 2, das darüber hinaus den Schritt enthält, die genannten Elemente mit Schieberegister-Kippschaltungen auszustatten, um die von den genannten Elementen mit integrierten Schaltungen ausgegebenen Prüf- und Datensignale seriell abzufragen; und

bei dem der genannte Schritt zur Bereitstellung
einer ersten Reihe von Off-Chip-Treiberausle-
menten (102) durchgeführt wird, indem die
erste Reihe von Off-Chip-Treiberausle-
menten (102) mit den Ausgaben der genann-8
eten Schieberegister-Kippschaltungen verseh-

4. Ein Element mit integrierten Schaltungen, das eine-
ere Reihe (110) von Off-Chip-Treiberausle-
menten (108) und eine zweite Reihe (112) von Off-Chip-
Treiberauslelementen (108) enthält, wobei die Bau-
elemente in Zellen angeordnet werden, die gemäß
einem gewünschten Schaltungenentwurf miteinan-
der verbunden werden und folgende Mittel enthal-

ten:

separate Sperrmittel (106) für jedes der Off-
Chip-Treiberauslelemente (108) zum Sperrn
der genannten Elemente (108) als Reaktion auf
ein Sperrsignal, wobei sich jedes der genann-
ten separaten Sperrmittel in der Zelle befindet,
die den zugehörigen Off-Chip-Treiber enthält;

separate Verzögerungsmittel (104, 104') für jedes der genannten Sperrmittel (106) zum
Empfangen und Verzögern von Sperrsignalen
und zur Übertragung des genannten Sperrsi-
ginals an das zugehörige Sperrmittel (106),
wobei sich das genannte separate Verzöge-

5. Das Element gemäß Anspruch 4, bei dem die

6. Das Element gemäß Anspruch 4 oder 5,

das außerdem eine Reihe von Schieberegister-
Kippschaltungen (502, 504, 506) enthält, mit
denen Prüf- und Datensignale seriell als Aus-

7. Ein Verfahren zum Testen von Elementen mit inte-
grierten Schaltungen, die über Eingangs- und Aus-
gangsanschlüsse sowie funktionelle logische Bau-
elemente zur Durchführung logischer Operationen
an daran als Eingaben angelegten Signalen verfü-
gen, und das folgende Schritte umfaßt:

Bereitstellung einer ersten Reihe von Off-Chip-
Treiberauslelementen (102);

zusammen mit den einzelnen genannten Off-
Chip-Treiberauslelementen (102, 102') Bereit-
stellung separater Sperrmittel zum Sperrn der
genannten Elemente als Reaktion auf ein
Sperrsignal, wobei sich das Sperrmittel in der
Zelle befindet, in der der zugehörige Off-Chip-
Treiber (102, 102') enthalten ist;

zusammen mit den einzelnen genannten
Sperrmitteln Bereitstellung separater Verzöge-

Verbindung der genannten Verzögerungsmittel
(104) zusammen mit der genannten ersten
Reihe von Off-Chip-Treiberauslelementen (102) so,
 daß diese Verzögerungsmittel seriell in einer
ersten Verzögerungsleitung (110) miteinander
verbunden sind;

Verbindung der genannten Verzögerungsmittel
(104') zusammen mit der genannten zweiten
Reihe von Off-Chip-Treiberauslelementen (102')

so, daß diese Verzögerungsmittel seriell in einer
zweiten Verzögerungsleitung (112) miteinander
verbunden sind; Anlegen von Prüfein-
gangssignalen an die genannten Eingangs-
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9. Das Verfahren gemäß Anspruch 7, wobei die genannte Prüfung an einem oder mehreren der auf einer einzelnen Baugruppe montierten Elemente mit integrierten Schaltungen durchgeführt wird und wobei der genannte Schritt zur Bereitstellung der ersten Reihe von Off-Chip-Treiberbauelementen (102) dadurch durchgeführt wird, daß die genannten Treiberbauelemente nur für Ausgaben zur Verfügung stehen, die als Ausgaben der genannten Baugruppe beabsichtigt sind.

10. Das Verfahren gemäß Anspruch 7, wobei die genannte Prüfung an einem oder mehreren dieser auf einer einzelnen Baugruppe montierten Elemente mit integrierten Schaltungen durchgeführt wird, und das außerdem den folgenden Schritt umfaßt:

Bereitstellung von Schieberegister-Kippsschaltungen (502, 504, 506) für die genannten Elemente zum seriellen Abfragen von Prüf- und Datensignalen als Ausgaben von den genannten Elementen;

wobei der genannte Schritt der Bereitstellung der ersten Reihe von Off-Chip-Treiberbauelementen mit einem ersten Schritt zur Bereitstellung der genannten Treiberbauelemente nur für Ausgaben durchgeführt wird, die erforderlich sind, um diese Ausgaben von den genannten Schieberegister-Kippsschaltungen (502, 504, 506) abzurufen, die auch für die Ausgaben der genannten Baugruppe gedacht sind.

11. Das Verfahren gemäß Anspruch 10, wobei der genannte Schritt zur Bereitstellung der genannten Reihe von Off-Chip-Treiberbauelementen (102) mit einem zweiten Schritt zur Bereitstellung der genannten Treiberbauelemente nur für die Ausgaben der genannten Baugruppe durchgeführt wird, die nicht über Treiberbauelemente verfügen, die mit dem genannten ersten Schritt zugeordnet wurden.


Revisions

1. Procédé pour produire des dispositifs de circuit intégré, les dits dispositifs comprenant un premier groupe de plusieurs éléments de circuit d’attaque hors-puces (102) et un second groupe de plusieurs éléments de circuit d’attaque externe à la puce (102’), dans lesquels les dits éléments de circuit sont prévus conformément à un système conçu pour fournir de tels éléments dans des cellules pour l’interconnexion avec un modèle souhaité de circuit comprenant les étapes suivantes :

fournir, associés chacun à l’un des dits éléments de circuit d’attaque externe à la puce (102, 102’), deux dispositifs séparés de blocage pour bloquer les dits éléments en réponse à un signal d’inhibition en installant chaque dit dispositif inhibiteur dans la cellule dans laquelle se trouve le circuit d’attaque hors puce (102, 102’) qui lui est associé ;

installer deux dispositifs retardateurs séparés (104, 104’) associés chacun à l’un des dits dispositifs inhibiteurs, pour recevoir et retarder (c’est-à-dire "mettre en attente") un signal de blocage et pour fournir le dit signal de blocage à leurs dispositifs inhibiteurs associés en installant chacun des dits dispositifs retardateurs (104, 104’) dans la cellule dans laquelle se trouve son dispositif inhibiteur associé ;

interconnecter le dit dispositif de mise en attente (104) associé au dit premier groupe d’éléments d’attaque externes à la puce (102)
de sorte que le dispositif retardateur soit interconnecté en série dans une première ligne de mise en attente (110); et interconnecter le dit second dispositif retardateur (104’), associé au dit second groupe d'éléments d'attaque externes à la puce (102’), de manière à ce que ce second dispositif de mise en attente soit interconnecté en série dans une seconde ligne de mise en attente (112); de sorte que pendant le test ou une autre opération du dit circuit, les signaux de blocage puissent être appliqués de manière sélective aux dites premières et secondes lignes (110, 112) afin de minimiser l'aiguillage simultané du circuit d'attaque tout en minimisant simultanément le temps d'attente d'aiguillage associé aux dites lignes de mise en attente.

2. Procédé tel que revendiqué dans la revendication 1, dans lequel la dite étape consistant à installer les dits dispositifs de mise en attente (104, 104’) est réalisée en installant plusieurs inverseurs interconnectés en série.

3. Procédé tel que revendiqué dans les revendications 1 ou 2,

incluant en outre l'étape consistant à prévoir des latches de registre à décalage sur les dits dispositifs pour l'exploration en série des signaux du test et des données considérées comme des sorties des dits circuits; et

et dans lequel la dite étape d'installation d'un premier groupe d'éléments de circuit d'attaque externe à la puce (102) est accomplie en associant le dit premier groupe d'éléments du circuit d'attaque hors puce (102) aux sorties des dites latches de registre à décalage.

4. Dispositif de circuit intégré comprenant un premier groupe (110) d'éléments du circuit d'attaque externes à la puce (108) et un second groupe (112) d'éléments du circuit d'attaque externe à la puce (108), dans lequel les éléments de circuit sont installés dans des cellules interconnectées suivant un modèle de circuit souhaité comprenant:

- des dispositifs inhibiteurs séparés (106), associés chacun à l'un des dits éléments des circuits d'attaque hors puce (108) pour bloquer les dits éléments (108) en réponse à un signal de blocage, où chacun des dits dispositifs inhibiteurs séparés est installé dans la cellule dans laquelle se trouve le circuit d'attaque hors puce auquel il est associé;

- des dispositifs séparés de mise en attente (104, 104’) associés chacun à l'un des dits dispositifs inhibiteurs (106) pour recevoir et mettre en attente un signal de blocage et, pour délivrer le dit signal de blocage au dit dispositif inhibiteur associé (106) à chacun, où chacun des dits dispositifs séparés de mise en attente est installé dans la cellule dans laquelle se trouve le dispositif inhibiteur auquel il est associé;

le dit dispositif de mise en attente (104) associé au dit premier groupe d'éléments du circuit d'attaque hors puce (108) étant interconnecté de manière à ce que le dit dispositif de retardement (104) soit interconnecté en série dans une première ligne de mise en attente (110); et

le dit dispositif de mise en attente (104’) associé au dit deuxième groupe d'éléments du circuit d'attaque hors puce (108) étant interconnecté de manière à ce que le dit dispositif de retardement (104’) soit interconnecté en série dans une seconde ligne de mise en attente (112);

de sorte que, pendant le test ou toute autre opération du dit circuit, des signaux de blocage puissent être appliqués de manière sélective aux dites premières (110) et secondes (112) lignes de mise en attente pour minimiser l'aiguillage simultané du circuit d'attaque tout en minimisant simultanément, lors de l'aiguillage, le temps d'attente qui est associé avec les dites lignes de retardement (110, 112).

5. Circuit intégré tel que revendiqué dans la revendication 4, dans lequel les dits dispositifs de mise en attente (104, 104’) consistent en plusieurs inverseurs interconnectés en série.

6. Circuit intégré tel que revendiqué dans la revendication 4 ou 5

- comprenant en outre plusieurs latches de registre à décalage (502, 504, 506) pour exploiter en série les signaux de test et de données en tant que sorties des dits circuits; et

- dans lequel le dit premier groupe d'éléments de circuit d'attaque hors puce sont associés aux sorties des dites latches de registre à décalage (502, 504, 506).

7. Procédé pour tester un circuit intégré, le dit circuit incluant des bornes d'entrées et de sortie des éléments de circuit logique fonctionnels pour exécuter des opérations logiques sur des signaux appliqués au circuit en tant qu'entrée, comprenant les étapes suivantes:
installer un premier groupe de plusieurs éléments de circuit d’attaque hors puce (102) ;

installer un second groupe de plusieurs éléments de circuit d’attaque hors puce (102'), les dits éléments de circuit étant installés conformément à un système d’configuration telle qu’il fournit ces éléments dans des cellules pour l’interconnexion avec un modèle désiré de circuit;

prévoir deux dispositifs inhibiteurs séparés, associés chacun à l’un des ensembles d’éléments de circuit d’attaque hors puce (102, 102'), pour inhiber les dits éléments en réponse à un signal de blocage, en installant les dits dispositifs inhibiteurs dans la cellule où se trouve le circuit d’attaque (102, 102') associé à chacun ;

prévoir deux dispositifs séparés de mise en attente, associés chacun à l’un des dits dispositifs inhibiteurs (104, 104'), pour que chaque dit dispositif de mise en attente reçoive et retarde un signal de blocage et pour qu’il délivre le dit signal de blocage à son dit dispositif inhibiteur associé, en installant le dit dispositif de retardement (104, 104') dans la cellule où se trouve le circuit d’attaque (102, 102') qui lui est associé ;

interconnecter le dit dispositif de mise en attente (104') associé au dit premier ensemble des éléments du circuit d’attaque hors puce (102) de manière à ce que ce dispositif de mise en attente soit interconnecté en série dans une première ligne de mise en attente (110) ;

interconnecter le dit dispositif de mise en attente (104') associé au dit second ensemble des éléments du circuit d’attaque hors puce (102') de manière à ce que ce dispositif de mise en attente soit interconnecté en série dans une seconde ligne de mise en attente (112) ; appliquer des signaux d’entrée de test aux dites bornes d’entrée, incluant des signaux de données et des signaux horloge ; et

appliquer de manière sélective des signaux de blocage aux dites première et seconde lignes de mises en attente (110, 112) tout en contrôlant des bornes de sortie sélectionnées appartenant au dit circuit afin de minimiser l’auillage simultané du circuit d’attaque en même temps qu’on minimise la mise en attente dans le test associée aux dites lignes de mise en attente (110, 112).

8. Procédé tel que revendiqué dans la revendication 7, comprenant en outre l’étape consistant à prévoir dans le dit circuit des latches de registre à décalage (502, 504, 506) pour explorer en série des signaux de test et de données considérés comme des sorties du dit circuit, où le dit premier groupe de plusieurs éléments du circuit d’attaque hors puce (102) sont associés aux dites latches de registre à décalage (502, 504, 506).

9. Procédé tel que revendiqué dans la revendication 7 dans lequel le dit test est exécuté sur un ou plusieurs circuits intégrés de ce type monté(s) sur un module unique, et dans lequel la dite étape consistant à installer le dit premier groupe de plusieurs éléments de circuit d’attaque hors puce (102) est exécutée en installant dits éléments de circuit d’attaque uniquement aux sorties destinées à être des sorties du dit module.

10. Procédé tel que revendiqué dans la revendication 7 dans lequel le dit test est exécuté sur un ou plusieurs circuits intégrés de ce type monté(s) sur un module unique, comprenant en outre les étapes suivantes :

prévoir des latches de registre à décalage (502, 504, 506) sur le(s) dit(s) circuit(s) pour explorer en série les signaux de test et de données comme des sorties du (des) dit(s) circuit(s) ; et

où la dite étape consistant à installer le dit premier groupe de plusieurs éléments de circuit d’attaque hors puce est exécutée en une première étape qui consiste à installer les dits éléments de circuit d’attaque uniquement sur les sorties nécessaires à l’obtention des sorties des dites latches de registre à décalage (502, 504, 506) qui sont aussi destinées à être des sorties du dit module.

11. Procédé tel que revendiqué dans la revendication 10, dans lequel la dite étape consistant à installer le dit second ensemble des éléments du circuit d’attaque hors puce (102') est exécutée en une seconde étape qui consiste à installer les dits éléments de circuit d’attaque uniquement pour les sorties du dit module n’ayant pas eu d’éléments de circuit d’attaque installés lors de la première étape.

12. Procédé tel que revendiqué dans la revendication 11, dans lequel le dit module renferme plusieurs circuits intégrés, incluant en outre l’étape consistant à installer un troisième ensemble de plusieurs éléments de circuit d’attaque hors puce seulement pour les sorties destinées uniquement à être une entrée de l’un ou de plusieurs des circuits du dit module ; et
dans lequel les étapes consistant à installer des dispositifs inhibiteurs séparés comprend en outre l'étape qui consiste à installer de tels dispositifs inhibiteurs séparés en association avec le dit troisième groupe d'éléments de circuit d'attaque hors puce.
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Prior Art
### Table 8

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DELAY LINE TYPE</th>
<th>TYPE OF OFF-CHIP DRIVER CONTROLLED FOR CHIPS ON SCMS</th>
<th>FOR CHIPS ON MCMS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DI1</td>
<td>DATA OUTPUTS</td>
<td>OFF-MODULE DATA OUTPUTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DI2</td>
<td>TEST-FUNCTION OUTPUTS</td>
<td>OFF-MODULE TEST OUTPUTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DI3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>CHIP-CHIP TEST OUTPUTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DI4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>CHIP-CHIP DATA OUTPUTS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 10

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DELAY LINE TYPE</th>
<th>TYPE OF OFF-CHIP DRIVER CONTROLLED FOR CHIPS ON SCMS</th>
<th>FOR CHIPS ON MCMS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DI1</td>
<td>DATA OUTPUTS</td>
<td>DATA OUTPUTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DI2</td>
<td>TEST-FUNCTION OUTPUTS</td>
<td>OFF-MODULE TEST OUTPUTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DI3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>CHIP-CHIP TEST OR DATA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 11.
### Table: Delay Line Type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE OF OPERATION</th>
<th>CIRCUITS TESTED</th>
<th>DELAY LINE TYPE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DI1</td>
<td>DI2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAFER TESTING</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I/SRL ➞ SRL</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>S/P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>→ DO/DO</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>S/P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SINGLE-CHIP MODULE TESTING</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>S/P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I/SRL ➞ SRL</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>S/P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>→ DO/DO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCM BURN-IN TESTING</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I/SRL ➞ SRL</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>→ DO/DO</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MULTIChip MODULE TESTING</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>S/P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I/SRL ➞ SRL</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>S/P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>→ DO/DO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCM BURN-IN STRESS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I/SRL ➞ SRL</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>→ DO/DO</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**KEY:**
- O = DISABLED
- 1 = ENABLED
- P = PULSED FOR SOS CONTROL
- S = SWITCHED TO 0 OR 1 AS REQUIRED
- - = NOT APPLICABLE

---
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